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Building a Post and Beam Installation
®
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888.STEELCASE (888.783.3522)
for immediate action by people who want to help you.
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Beam Installation - Full Height Posts Beam & Fence Installation - Full & Fence Height Posts
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Building a Post and Beam Installation�
�
NOTE:  Gloves will need to be worn while handling 
the posts and beams. 

1.	 Mark appropriate system layout on floor.

2.	 Find the highest post position in the layout.

3.	 Build the initial structure.

4.	 Build the "U" (two posts and a beam)

5.	 Build the "I" (one beam and one post)

6.	 Lay the beam on the floor.

7.	 Lay the post on the floor.

4
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Building a Post and Beam Installation 
(continued)

8.  Assemble the connectors to the beam and/or post.�
�
NOTE:  Steps 8a, 8b & 8c will already come pre-assembled 
unless the beam is cut to length in the field.

a.  Insert beam nut plate, into the beam end, in the position 
shown.

b.  Install two anchor blocks.

c.  Insert block bolts into anchor blocks.  Torque both block 
bolts to 45 in.-lbs. or 3-3/4 ft.-lbs.�
�
9.  Assemble T-connector hangers to two T-connectors.�
T-connector hangers are only used on the T-connectors at 
the top of the beam.  T-connector hanger hook is on top and 
facing away from extended portion of T-connector.  �
T-connector hook engages post extrusion.

a.  Using 1/4" ball driver, thread T-connector hanger 
assemblies partially onto upper T-connector bolts.

b.  Using 1/4" ball driver, thread remaining T-connectors 
onto lower T-connector bolts.

c.  To minimize cosmetic damage to post finish, carefully 
apply duct, masking, packaging, or similar self-adhesive 
tape to end of beam between T-connector slots.  Position 
and trim to ensure tape will not be visible after assembly.
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CAUTION:  Hanger bracket for 
markerboard infill is NOT to be used 
for standard Post and Beam install. 
Failure to follow these directions can 
cause injury.
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Building a Post and Beam Installation (continued)

d.  Slide T-connectors at one end of the beam to appropriate post.

e.  Using a 1/4" ball driver, tighten block bolts until snug.

f.  Repeat assembly of opposite end of beam to appropriate post.

g.  After structure is leveled, use torque wrench with 1/4" ball driver socket 
to tighten T-connector bolts to 200 in.-lbs. or 16-11/16 ft.-lbs.�
(see anchoring instructions for details of leveling procedures).

10.  Assemble the base assembly to the post by sliding the base assembly 
into the post.  Fasten using four (4) extension bolts for the larger foot plate 
or one (1) extension bolt for the small foot plate with a torque of 50 in.-lbs. 
or 4-5/32 ft.-lbs. (Fig. 10a). Make sure the stud feature on the small foot 
plate falls into one of the holes on the extrusion to prevent rotation (Fig. 
10b). Tighten set screws with a minimum 3/4" gap (0.8" nominal) (Fig. 10c).  
Tighten set screws by turning until the set screw bottoms out against the 
base assembly, then add a 1/2 turn more.�
�
NOTE:  The small foot is pre-assembled from the factory. 
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12

Building a Post and Beam Installation 
(continued)

11.		 Attach second post to "L"

12.		 Erect the "U".�
�
NOTE:  This will be a two (2)�
person operation. 
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Building a Post and Beam Installation 
(continued)

13.	  Build the "L".

14.	  Assemble the base assembly to the post by sliding the 
base assembly into the post.  Fasten using four (4) extension 
bolts with a torque of 50 in.-lbs. or 4-5/32 ft.-lbs. (Fig. 14a). 
Tighten set screws with minimum 3/4" gap (Fig. 14b). Tighten 
set screws by turning until the set screw bottoms out against 
the base assembly, then add a 1/2 turn more pressure.

15.	  Attach built "L" to existing structure by sliding�
T-connectors into top of post.�
�
NOTE:  This will be a two (2) person�
minimum operation. 
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16.	 Continue to attach the built "L"'s until the 
layout is complete (see application notes for 
limitations).

17.	 Slip the pucks under each base.

18.	 Position the bases in the proper locations.

19.	 Level system (see anchoring instructions).

20.	 Check plumb of each post and tighten the 
post-to-beam anchor bolts to 200 in.-lbs. or�
16-11/16 ft.-lbs. torque.

21.	 Install anchors in floor (see anchoring 
instructions).

22.	 Tighten anchors to recommended torque.

17
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If Fence is Attached Between Two 
Full-Height Posts

1.	 Add fences as required.

2.	 Measure from the top of the beams to set 
fence heights.

3.	 Add connectors to the fences.

a.	 Assemble one nut plate inseted into fence 
end beneath web in beam under each anchor 
block.
	

b.	 Install two anchor blocks.

c.	 Insert block bolts into anchor blocks.  Torque 
block bolts to 45 in.-lbs. or 3-3/4 ft.-lbs.

4.	 Loosen the beam T-connector bolt on the 
posts where the fence is to be installed below�
(4 places).

4
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If Fence is Attached Between Two Full-Height 
Posts (Continued)

5.   Slide T-connectors into posts.

a.   Using 1/4" ball driver, thread T-connector partially onto 
upper block bolts.

b.   Using 1/4" ball driver, thread remaining T-connectors onto 
lower block bolts.

c.   Optional: To minimize cosmetic damage to post finish, 
carefully apply duct, masking, packaging, or similar self-
adhesive tape to end of beam between T-connector slots.  
Position and trim ensure tape will not be visible after assembly.

5

a
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If Fence is Attached Between Two Full-Height 
Posts (Continued)

6.	 Connect fences to the structure.�
�

a.    Locate fence as follows:�
�
�

7.	 Using 1/4" ball driver, thread T-hanger assemblies with 
T-connector bolts (4-places).

8.	 Re-tighten the beam T-connector bolts (4-places).

6
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If Fence is Attached to One Full Height Post 
or Another Fence Height Post

1.   Connect fence to the fence height post.

2.   Slide T-connectors into post.

2
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FENCE

1
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If Fence is Attached to One Full Height Post 
or Another Fence Height Post (continued)

3.   Using 1/4" ball driver, thread T-connector�
bolt into T-connector.

Optional: To minimize cosmetic damage to 
post finish, carefully apply duct, masking, 
packaging, or similar self-adhesive tape to end 
of beam between T-connector slots.  Position 
and trim ensure tape will not be visible after 
assembly.

4.   Install post cap to post.

3
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